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Abstract

Thin films of crosslinked polymethylhydrosiloxane (PMHS) are grafted on silica using sol-gel process allowing subsequent coupling of molecules by hydrosilylation grafting to Si–H groups. The aim was to fabricate stable polysiloxane film on solid supports with well-characterized functionalities and surface properties for various applications. The pristine PMHS surface was modified with phosphorylcholine group by reaction at room temperature or 40 °C catalyzed by Karsted’s catalyst with a phospholipid molecule containing linoleoyl chains to form hydrophilic surfaces as a model. The purpose was to characterize precisely the structure and composition of virgin and treated PMHS films in relation with the wetting properties by using IR and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopies (XPS). The surface properties were studied by pure water contact
angle measurements in air by using sessile drops and captive bubbles, atomic force microscopy, and scanning electron microscopy. The modified surfaces are highly hydrophilic with contact angle varying from 40 to 0°. Analysis of the composition of the surface showed that the reaction of linoleoyl chains gives the 2:1 (Si:phospholipid) hydrosilylation adducts resultant from one fold addition of methylhydrosilane on each linoleoyl chain. The graft yield in terms of molecular percentage determined by XPS in various conditions was correlated in good agreement with wetting properties and previous protein adsorption measurements for comparison purpose.
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1. Introduction

The control of structure and composition of tailored interfaces between polymers and a surrounding medium are of great importance to improve interfacial properties in a number of applications. Examples are given by surfaces of biomaterials that control the wetting and the absorption of proteins which is required in implanted medical devices [1,2], biosensors [3,4], contact lenses [5], lab-on-chips devices [6], substrates for enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA) [7] and blood compatible materials [8,9]. Other applications in which functional polymer plays an active role at the interfaces include membrane separation [10,11], adhesion [12] and smart surfaces with sensing properties [13,14]. However, it is still a challenge to fabricate polymer layers on solid surfaces with well-defined relationship between structures and properties, that are stable, uniform, continuously defect free, and that allow further chemical modification with molecules or various functionalities.

Our goal was to tailor polymer thin film grafted by covalent bonding with alkoxy silane reagents to afford a stable structure with strong adhesion to the substrate [15]. We developed recently a method for surface modification of solid substrates by chemical attachment of sol-gel cured polymethylhydrosiloxane (PMHS) polymer network containing SiH functionalities [16]. Compared with the room temperature vulcanization process [17], this method offers the advantage of a one-step polymerization process that gives continuous and homogeneous thin films of controlled thicknesses in the micrometer range. Moreover, the mechanical properties of the PMHS thin films can be easily tuned by sol-gel formulation [16]. This process results in a biocompatible and homogenous silicone platform containing reactive SiH groups with controlled flexibility. The introduction of siloxane building blocks with Si–H bonds would be a suitable synthetic approach for the decoration of surfaces with functional groups. The reactive methyl
hydrosiloxane Si–H polymers [18] of structure [–OSi(H)Me–]/D can serve as chemical links to covalently attach the desired functionality through well-known catalytic hydrosilylation reaction via an alkene precursor [17–23]. Hydrosiloxanes are useful for the preparation of many organic/inorganic hybrid materials [24–26] and polymers with alkyl chains exhibiting self-assembly [27,28] using the reactivity of the Si–H bonds. We previously reported the fabrication of chemical sensors by surface modification of silica substrates with PMHS films for the detection of nitroaromatic compounds [29] or metal ions [30]. Similarly, the trend of reactivity of sol-gel cured PMHS films of various crosslinks densities was first studied by using terminal 1-alkenes with Karstedt’s catalyst [31]. Hydrosilylation results in the formation of hydrolytically stable Si–C bonds. This is essential for polymer-based chemical sensors in order to avoid molecule leakage into the medium and inefficient analyses.

In the present work, we were interested in preparing smooth polysiloxane thin films on silicon wafer as a model to form surfaces with controllable structure and hydrophilic properties targeted for anti-biofouling applications. The main parameters for the design of protein resistance surfaces are related to the hydrophilic nature of the functionalized material, the density and accessibility of the hydrophilic groups [8]. The formation of electrically neutral surface [32] and the surface topography can also control the interactions with proteins [33]. One of the most effective approach for preventing the adhesion of protein involves the functionalization of surfaces with polymer bearing very hydrophilic phosphorylcholine (PC) head groups [34–37]. In recent years, different strategies have been developed to allow the grafting of PC-based polymers or PC containing molecules on various substrates and to afford stable, homogenous and PC-rich interfaces with long term protein repellent behavior. Surface graft polymerization incorporating PC moieties in particular with 2-methacryloxyethyl phosphoryl choline (MPC) monomer has
been used to covalently attach poly-(MPC) to silica [38–40] or polymers [41–48] through conventional free-radical polymerization initiated by various methods. Self-assembled monolayers using alkane-thiol [49, 50] or disulfide [51, 52] molecules containing the PC head group were prepared on gold surfaces. Grafting PC on solid surfaces has also been achieved using siloxane chemistry through coupling of phospholipid derivatives with an aminosilane coupling agent on a silica surface such as glass or silicon wafers [53, 54]. PC derivatives with dimethylchlorosilane were synthesized to coat glass by covalent bonding [55, 56]. Silanated zwitterionic PC molecules were recently prepared by the hydrosilylation reaction of the MPC monomer with triethoxysilane before covalent fixation on titanium alloy [57]. A crosslinkable coating from a PC-based polymer having pendent trimethoxysilane group has been prepared to improve the stability of the film and the possibility of anchoring the polymer to substrate [58]. However, chemical transformation of the phosphorycholine-containing molecule was necessary to obtain the polymerizable or functional group permitting covalent bonding to the surface. These methods have a great disadvantage: they present some difficulties in the reproducibility of the process of surface modification, in particular in the case of the polymerization process of the MPC monomer. Alternative methods have been recently developed by use of active surfaces with electrically switchable hydrophobic/hydrophilic wettability targeted to prevent bacterial attachment and biofilm formation [59, 60].

Surfaces of PMHS modified with zwitterionic PC groups have also been investigated for protein resistance [61, 62]. The surfaces were prepared by grafting a natural phospholipid precursor bearing unsaturated fatty chains to PMHS films on glass or silicon. Additionally, very few studies have reported the hydrosilylation of unsaturated fatty acid derivatives [27, 63–70]. The catalytic hydrosilylation process to PMHS films gave surfaces of high densities of phospholipid
that are highly hydrophilic and strongly resistant to several proteins \([61, 62]\) (fibrinogen adsorption < 5 ng/cm\(^2\)) in comparison with other zwitterionic materials (sulfobetaine, carboxybetaine) \([71,72]\). However, there is no report to control hydrophilicity and consequently the adsorption of proteins for the PC-silicone surfaces prepared by hydrosilylation grafting to PMHS.

We hereby propose to analyze the relationships between the chemical structure and hydrophilic properties of the phospholipid functionalized PMHS polymer in relation with the hydrosilylation procedure used for its surface modification. The main goal was to get a description, as precise as possible, of the structure of these gels before and after reaction. The structural characteristics of the films were investigated by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and infrared spectroscopy (IR). The surfaces properties were examined by water contact angle (WCA) measurements in air, atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The surface wetting behavior and protein adsorption are finally discussed and correlated in terms of phospholipid grafting density in relation with the proposed chemical structure.

2. Experimental details

2.1. Chemicals

Both precursors methyldiethoxysilane HSi(CH\(_3\))(OCH\(_2\)CH\(_3\))\(_2\) (DH) and triethoxysilane HSi(OCH\(_2\)CH\(_3\))\(_3\) (TH), and the sol-gel catalyst trifluoromethanesulfonic acid CF\(_3\)SO\(_3\)H were purchased from Aldrich and used as received. Water for substrate cleaning was obtained from a Milli-Q water purification apparatus (Millipore). Absolute ethanol for sol–gel synthesis was of synthesis grade purity. Toluene for thin film hydrosilylation was dried and distilled with calcium hydride before use. The platinum complex \([\text{Pt}_2(\text{sym-tetramethyldivinyldisiloxane})_3]\) in xylene (platinum concentration \(ca. 0.1\) M assuming \(2.4\%\) (w) Pt), also known as Karstedt’s catalyst,
was purchased from Aldrich. 1,2-dilinoleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphorylcholine (18:2 Cis) (PL) was purchased from AvantiPolarLipids.

2.2. Thin films preparation

2.2.1. Substrate cleaning and activation

Silicon wafers Si(100) (ACM, France) cut into square strips of $2 \times 2 \text{ cm}^2$ were used as substrates for spin-coating deposition. To bond covalently the PMHS thin films to native oxide silica (thickness ~ 2 nm) of silicon wafer, the substrates were first cleaned and activated with “piranha” solution using the previously described procedure [16]. Caution: ‘piranha’ solution must be handled extremely carefully.

2.2.2. Synthesis of crosslinked PMHS films

PMHS thin films of various crosslinking densities (30, 15 and 5 mol % TH) were prepared at room temperature by sol–gel polymerization of DH:TH sol mixtures deposited by spin-coating on silicon wafer (100) substrates freshly activated by “piranha” solution. The procedure is briefly summarized as follows [30, 31]. The mixture DH/TH of monomers (4.0 M in EtOH; molar ratio $[\text{EtOH}]/[\text{Si}] = 1$) was polymerized with hydrolysis ratio $h = \frac{[\text{H}_2\text{O}]}{[\text{SiOEt}]} = 0.5$. Trifluoromethanesulfonic acid CF$_3$SO$_3$H (1.0 M in absolute ethanol) was used as catalyst (0.5 mmol/mol of monomers). The freshly activated substrate was purged (2 min) in the spin-coater (Spin150, SPS Europe) under a stream of nitrogen (2 L/min) to avoid air moisture. The resulting clear sol was allowed to age for about 30 minutes with magnetic stirring before spin-coating deposition to give a fully crosslinked [16] thin film (~ 0.5 µm). For all samples, the speed of rotation was 4000 rpm (spin acceleration 2000 rpm/s) and the rotation time 30 s. The coated samples were finally cured at 110 °C in an oven for ten minutes. This procedure gave PMHS spin-coated films of reproducible homogeneity and thickness as measured by IR
spectroscopy (Section 2.3.2). The PMHS samples of various crosslinking densities were analyzed after curing.

2.2.3. Hydrosilylation of PMHS films with phospholipid

2.2.3.1. Casting

The hydrosilylation reaction between the dilinoleoyl phospholipid and the PMHS Si–H function was performed in air by casting a toluene solution of phospholipid in the presence of Karstedt’s catalyst onto the substrate bearing 5% lightly crosslinked PMHS film. 20 mg of the reactant 1,2-dilinoleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphorylcholine (18:2 Cis) were dissolved in 1 mL of dry toluene under argon to avoid air moisture and 2 µL of the Pt-xylene solution were added. The samples were covered with 200 µL of phospholipid solution (25.6 mM) at room temperature and were kept for about one hour under a cap, and then left in open air to allow total evaporation of toluene. The phospholipid compound was in 1.5-fold excess with respect to available hydrogenosilane SiH group for a thin crosslinked PMHS film coated on silicon wafer or glass (0.5 µm thickness, 2 cm × 2 cm) assuming the density of the PMHS layer is about 1 g/mL. To finish the reaction, the sample was then heated for an additional curing time (1 to 15 hours) at 40 °C in a thermostated box (Relative Humidity 12% ± 2%) to protect the reaction from ambient moisture.

2.2.3.2. Immersion

The hydrosilylation reaction was also performed with 1.5-fold excess of PL over SiH group by placing 5% crosslinked PMHS film anchored on wafer in 1.6 ml of phospholipid solution (3.2 mM) prepared as follows: 20 mg of PL were dissolved in 8 mL of dry toluene under argon with additional 7 µL of the Karstedt Pt-catalyst. Typically, various samples were immersed for 1 to 6 hours without stirring at room temperature.
2.2.3.3. Washing procedure

For both methods, the PL modified samples were denoted as PL-PMHS. They were rinsed after reaction successively in different toluene/chloroform mixtures from 100/0 to 0/100 (% Vol.) with a gap of 20 % and dried under a stream of argon. The samples were then rinsed with water (2 h) to remove any physisorbed material, and finally dried under a stream of argon. Freshly prepared PL-PMHS surfaces were analyzed to avoid pollutants contamination.

2.3. Characterization techniques

2.3.1. Infrared spectroscopy

The Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy analyses were carried out on a Nicolet Nexus FTIR spectrometer. Transmission FTIR spectra were recorded in the 4000–400 cm\(^{-1}\) range with a resolution of 1 cm\(^{-1}\) and 32 scans to obtain qualitative and quantitative informations about yield of hydrosilylation reaction. A background spectrum was recorded using a piece of bare unmodified silicon wafer in air. Calculations for the films after reaction were based on CH\(_2\) absorption with an accuracy of ± 5% neglecting SiH content (~ 0%) because 32 scans analysis was not enough to provide an accurate measurement.

2.3.2. Thickness measurements of virgin PMHS

The thickness (\(e\)) of virgin PMHS film (5% crosslinked) deposited on silicon wafer was measured by FTIR spectroscopy from the absorbance of the Si–H peak at 2169 cm\(^{-1}\) according to the Beer–Lambert law \(A_{2169} = \alpha_{\text{SiH}} \times e\). The absorption coefficient \(\alpha_{\text{SiH}} = \varepsilon_{\text{SiH}} \times [\text{SiH}] = 0.27 \text{ µm}^{-1}\) was calibrated for thin film samples of 200 nm thick for which independent thickness was easily measured using ellipsometry (Accuracy of ± 5%). Ellipsometry was achieved on a Horiba Jobin Yvon PZ2000 ellipsometer equipped with a 632.8 nm He-Ne laser with a spot size of 2 mm. The angle of incidence was 70.0°. The thickness of the silicon oxide
layer of about 2 nm was measured separately assuming the refractive index \( n = 1.457 \) for SiO\(_2\) and \( n = 3.871 - 0.16i \) for silicon, and for PMHS coatings we used a fixed refractive index of \( n = 1.40 \pm 0.02 \) [16,31].

2.3.3. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

XPS data were obtained on an ESCALAB 250 (Thermo Electron, UK) spectrophotometer using Al K\( \alpha \) (1486.6 eV) irradiation source (15 kV, 100 W). The photoelectrons were analyzed at normal incidence of the sample surface. The spot size was approximately 400 \( \mu \text{m}^2 \). The composition corresponds to depths of 5–10 nm. Survey scans (0–1350 eV) at low resolution were performed to identify the constitutive elements. The peaks were fitted with Gauss–Lorentz curves with the theoretical sensitivity factors reported by Scofield [73]. Si\(_{2p}\) doublets were considered in the fitting process of the Si\(_{2p}\) core level [74,75]. A charge correction was applied to set the binding energy scale. The spectra were calibrated using the hydrocarbon contaminant or alkane C\(_{1s}\) peak at 284.8 eV. In both cases, the peak of Si-C\(_3\)H\(_3\) was found at a binding energy of 284.0 eV in agreement with PDMS polymer [76] at 284.4 eV.

2.3.4. Atomic force microscopy

AFM experiments were performed using a Dimension 3100 microscope equipped with a Nanoscope IIIa controller system (Digital Instruments, Veeco Metrology Group). AFM images were obtained by scanning in tapping mode under air ambient conditions using silicon SPM probes (stiffness \( k \approx 2 \text{ N/m} \), resonance frequency of 67 kHz, pointe probeplus, Nanosensors). All images were analyzed using data-processing software Gwyddion (Version 2.54).

2.3.5. Scanning electron microscopy
SEM pictures of cross section and thickness of the films were obtained with a Hitachi S-4800 instrument operating at an accelerating voltage of 2 kV, and with different magnifications of \(18k \times\) and \(40k \times\).

2.3.6. Water contact angle measurement

Air captive bubble and sessile drop WCAs were measured (Contact angle meter, GBX, France) by applying to the surface respectively, an air bubble of about 8 \(\mu\)L in water, and a 3 \(\mu\)L water droplet in ambient air. The air captive bubble WCAs discussed are relative to the complement angle \((\theta)\) to 180° through the liquid [77]. The receding and advancing WCAs were measured using the injection and the withdrawn of a 5 \(\mu\)L water droplet by using a motor-driven syringe at constant speed of 0.5 \(\mu\)L/min. WCAs were calculated by an automated polynomial fitting method using computerized image analysis (Visiodrop, GBX).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Synthesis of the PMHS and PL-PMHS films

3.1.1. Crosslinked PMHS films

A reactive polymethylhydrosiloxane PMHS polymer crosslinked by the sol-gel reaction of hydrogenosilane precursors was prepared in the first step (Scheme 1a). PMHS films were synthesized on silicon wafer at room temperature by acid-catalyzed polymerization of a sol-gel mixture of methyltriethoxysilane/triethoxysilane (DH/TH) using the spin-coating procedure giving fully crosslinked network. Neglecting a small amount of remaining cycles in the 3D network, the resulting surface-attached 3D polymer network can be characterized by the average number of monomer units [-OSi(H)CH\(_3\)-] in PMHS segment between crosslink subunits SiHO\(_{3/2}\):
\[ N = \frac{2\alpha}{3(1 - \alpha)} \]  

where \( \alpha \) is the composition of DH/TH mixture. The soft PMHS material prepared with a small amount of TH additive (5 mol %) was used because polymer (3D-network) or multilayers of PMHS chains are created in such lightly crosslinked PMHS network with \( N \approx 13 \) from Eq. (1).

### 3.1.2. Phospholipid functionalized PL-PMHS films

The chemical grafting process is shown in Scheme 1b with the unsaturated phospholipid (PL) molecule bearing internal double bonds. The hydrosilylation reaction in the presence of Karstedt’s platinum catalyst and air allows subsequent functionalization in PMHS layer by hydrosilylation of the SiH groups with one of the internal double bond of each linoleoyl chains. The hydrosilylation reaction was carried out using an excess of alkenes with respect to available SiH on a spin-coated PMHS thin film (Experimental details). Thus, the linoleoyl chain of phospholipid molecule could be connected to SiH groups by hydrosilylation in different polymethylhydrosiloxane layers at the interface by bridging the polysiloxane chains. In addition, the reaction of many linoleoyl chains may also increase the crosslinking density of the PMHS gel.

By anticipating XPS results (Section 3.3), we postulated that hydrosylation of PL molecule may lead preferentially to the formation of the 2:1 (Si:PL) alkene adduct resultant from onefold addition of methylhydrosilane on each linoleoyl chain of PL molecule as sketched in boxed Scheme 1b. This reaction scheme is different from that proposed in our previous work where we assumed that all double bonds of PL have reacted with SiH to form 4:1 (Si:PL) adduct [61]. Indeed, Behr et al. [67, 68] showed that the reactivity of internal double bonds of unsaturated fatty acid ester such as methyl linoleate is lower than that of terminal double bond. Such a low reactivity of internal double bonds was also reported in the case of fatty amide [69] and
triacylglycerol [70] derivatives. The proposed reaction scheme supports the assumption that there is a conjugation of the two internal double bonds before hydrosilylation and migration of the remaining double bond in the product after reaction [67, 68]. The formation of a mixture of cis/trans isomers is also postulated as side reaction.

3.2. Infrared analysis

3.2.1. Characterization of virgin PMHS and functionalized PMHS films

The chemical structure of the obtained PMHS film before and after hydrosilylation by casting method was characterized by FTIR spectroscopy (Fig. 1a and b). The peak assignments are summarized in Table 1. From spectrum of virgin PMHS (Fig. 1a) to spectrum PL-PMHS (Fig. 1b), the strong absorption peaks of Si–H groups (2169 and 838 cm$^{-1}$) [16,78] almost vanished while that of C=O (1736 cm$^{-1}$), CH$_2$ (2856 and 2926 cm$^{-1}$) and PO (1090 and 1250 cm$^{-1}$) groups appeared. These observations seem to confirm the reaction of phospholipid molecules in PMHS film after hydrosilylation and solvent washing. The phosphate band v(PO) in the phosphorylcholine subunit was found to overlap as shoulder peak at about 1090 cm$^{-1}$ with the very strong SiOSi doublet of the PMHS matrix.

The grafting process of PL to the polysiloxane backbone is also evidenced by the modification of the single sharp band $\delta_s$(SiCH$_3$) for PMHS which is split in PL-PMHS spectrum at 1271 cm$^{-1}$ indicating clearly the appearance of new $\delta_s$(SiCH) bands [31]. As no IR spectral evidence for any remaining C=C bonds was found in PL-PMHS film by comparison with spectrum of PL molecule (Fig. 1b and c), we can conclude that hydrogenation of the remaining unreacted double bonds occurred as an undesired side pathway [67,68,70] to give a saturated aliphatic grafted structure made of stearate-like chains. The remaining double bonds of grafted PL molecules can
react with SiH silane groups present onto PMHS film. To conclude, these FTIR data are consistent with the chemical structure for the PL-PHMS film sketched in Scheme 1b.

3.2.2. Reaction of PMHS with water

The evolution of transmission IR absorption spectra of PMHS films (~ 0.5 μm) before \((t = 0)\) and after hydrosilylation (at different times) is shown in Fig. 2 for casting conditions. In all cases, the reaction goes essentially to completion with a residual absorption intensity of the \(\nu(\text{SiH})\) peak at \(~2170\ \text{cm}^{-1}\) for PL-PMHS close to 0 % (Table 2). As shown in previous studies on hydrosilylation by PMHS for bulkiness allyl precursors [29,30], no SiH groups remained unreacted because the SiH underwent reaction with water (present from air moisture or bound to PC moiety). This led to the hydrolysis of part of the SiH groups into silanol Si–OH groups which may recombine to produce additional SiOSi siloxane crosslinks in the polysiloxane network by Pt-catalyzed dehydrogenative cross-coupling reaction [25,30] of the newly formed silanols with SiH (Scheme 2). Ultimately, new T-crosslinks \((T/\text{SiCH}_3\text{O}_{3/2})\) are formed into the polysiloxane network. This is confirmed by a significant increase (about 50 %) of the total area of the \(\nu(\text{SiOSi})\) absorption band (Fig. 1a and b) and by the appearance of \(\nu(\text{SiO})\) and \(\nu(\text{OH})\) broad bands (Table 1) in PL-PMHS spectrum indicating the presence of SiOH groups.

3.2.3. Quantitative study of the PL grafting in PMHS films

Since the silane SiH groups may also undergo competitive reactions of hydrolysis, we preferred to measure the graft yield of PL molecule per silicon SiH monomer \(z = [\text{PL}]/[\text{SiH}]_0\) based on intensity of \(\nu_a(\text{CH}_2)\) sharp and strong peak of CH2 groups where \([\text{SiH}]_0\) is the initial total number of SiH groups at \(t = 0\) in virgin PMHS for the same sample. With the assumption that the 2:1 (Si:PL) adducts are exclusively formed as explained in Section 3.1.2, \((z)\) can also be written as:
where \( \rho \) is the SiH conversion of hydrosylation yield \( \rho = [\text{SiCH}]/[\text{SiH}]_0 \) with an upper boundaries PL-grafting ratio of \( z_{\text{max}} = 50 \% \) for \( \rho = 100 \% \). The value of \( z \) was calculated using the calibration formula obtained for hydrosilylation in 5% crosslinked PMHS with terminal 1-alkene precursors up to \( n = 17 \) in length: 

\[
I(\text{alkyl-PMHS}, 2926)/I(\text{PMHS}, 2169) = 0.284 n \times \rho \quad \text{where} \quad (n) \quad \text{is} \quad \text{the} \quad \text{number} \quad \text{of} \quad \text{methylene} \quad \text{group} \quad \text{in} \quad \text{the} \quad \text{grafted} \quad \text{hydrocarbon} \quad \text{chain} \quad \text{Si(CH}_2)_n\text{CH}_3 [30, 31].
\]

In this equation, \( I(\text{alkyl-PMHS}, 2926) \) and \( I(\text{PMHS}, 2169) \) are the maximum intensities of PL-PMHS for CH\(_2\) at 2926 cm\(^{-1}\) and of PMHS \((t = 0)\) for SiH at 2169 cm\(^{-1}\). The results are summarized in Table 2 for \( n = 17 \) which was the reference value for estimating the PL graft yield \( (z) \) in any experiment by considering the structure of the 2:1 (Si:PL) adduct and the hydrogenation of all remaining double bonds in PL-PMHS films.

The best graft yield \( (z = 4 \%) \) was obtained by casting and curing at 40 °C for 15 h. All results showed that the hydrosilylation grafting of PL catalyzed by Karstedt’s catalyst was achieved in a few dozen minutes in air either at room temperature or slightly above at 40 °C by means of the two methods. Thus, the reaction proceeds under mild conditions in acceptable SiH conversion yield \( (\rho = 7–8 \%) \). These observations show that PMHS polymer facilitates the hydrosilylation grafting process as compared with reaction of methyl linoleate which was effective only with more reactive chlorohydrosilanes [67, 68].

To summarize, all SiH groups in PMHS films \((\sim 0.5\mu m)\) have reacted under optimized conditions \((\text{Residual SiH} \sim 0 \%)\) and about 8 \% of the SiH group underwent hydrosilylation with C=C double bond. The remainder \((\sim 90 \%)\) underwent quick reaction with water catalyzed by
Karstedt’s catalyst. The formation of Si–O–Si crosslinks hardens the polymer network and increases the film resistance.

3.3. XPS analysis

3.3.1. Characterization of virgin PMHS and functionalized PMHS interfaces

The chemical modification of the PMHS polymer film and the attachment of phospholipid molecule at the interface were confirmed by using XPS spectroscopy (Figures 3–5 and Tables 3–5). The XPS data of pristine PMHS of various crosslinking density \((1 - \alpha)\) obtained by increasing the amount of TH crosslinker are in good agreement with the elemental composition of the nominal PHMS structure (Fig. 3a and Table 3), summarized as \((\text{CSiO}_{2/2})_{\alpha}(\text{SiO}_{3/2})(1-\alpha)\), for fully crosslinked polymer networks predominantly consisting of \(\text{D}^2\text{H}/\text{SiHCH}_3\text{O}_{2/2}\) and \(\text{T}^2\text{H}/\text{SiHO}_{3/2}\) subunits [16]. In addition, the \(\text{Si}_{2p}\) high resolution scan spectra of PMHS polymers were resolved in two components with increasing Si-O functionality attributed to \(\text{D}^2\text{H}\) and \(\text{T}^2\text{H}\) subunits (Fig. 4 and Table 4) in agreement with the \(\text{Si}_{2p}\) BE values reported for PDMS resins [74]. The fitting results for various \(\text{D}^2\text{H}/\text{T}^2\text{H}\) compositions (Table 3) match well the composition determined by quantitative \(^{29}\text{Si}\) solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance [16] or FTIR spectroscopy [31] for DH/TH gels prepared in similar conditions. For a more detailed investigation, the \(\text{C}_{1s}\) high resolution XPS spectra of pristine PMHS \((\alpha = 0.95)\) is also shown in Fig. 4. The major C–Si peak at 284.0 eV is assigned to methyl carbons \(\text{SiCH}_3\) in silicone in agreement with the value of 284.4 eV reported for bulk PDMS polymer [75], along with a small amount of C–C contribution at 284.8 eV attributed to adventitious carbon.

After hydrosilylation of PMHS with PL, peaks attributed respectively to ammonium and phosphate group of the PC unit, nitrogen \((N_{1s}, \text{403 eV})\) and phosphorus \((P_{2s}, \text{134 eV})\), appeared
clearly in the XPS spectra (Fig. 3b and Fig. 5). Furthermore, the C$_{1s}$ peak increases dramatically upon grafting of the phospholipid by comparison with pristine PMHS, owing to the presence of the PC groups and the fatty acid ester with a long hydrocarbon chain. For a more detailed investigation, the C$_{1s}$ high resolution XPS spectrum (Fig. 4) can be well fitted by four components at binding energies of 284.0, 284.8, 286.4 and 288.9 eV which were assigned to C–Si, C–C, C–O and C=O, respectively. The C–Si component can be attributed to both SiCH$_3$ carbon of the matrix and SiCH$_{PL}$ carbons in PL-PMHS resulting from hydrosilylation with the internal double bond of phospholipid (CH$_{PL}$ denotes hydrocarbon in SiCH bond formed with PL molecule). Indeed, we expected the C$_{1s}$ binding energy of the Si–C bond in alkyl polysiloxanes [73] to be relatively insensitive to alkyl substitution.

3.3.2. Reaction of water at the PL-PMHS interface

For the grafted more complex surface of PL-PMHS, the shift in the Si$_{2p}$ binding energy to higher value after hydrosilylation (Fig. 4) indicates clearly that essentially oxygen has been incorporated into the material following SiH reaction with H$_2$O in agreement with FTIR analysis (Section 3.2). Indeed, we expected the BE shift caused by replacement of SiH by SiCH$_{PL}$ to be small in comparison to the shift induced by oxygen [74, 76]. This result was confirmed by Si$_{2p}$ curve-fitting of the high resolution spectrum by two different Si$_{2p}$ environments (Tables 4 and 5).

A shown in Fig. 4 for casting treatment, the minor Si$_{2p}$ component SiO$_{2/2}$ is attributed to the D$_{CH}/$(CH$_3$)$_{(CH_{PL})}$SiO$_{2/2}$ silicon units resulting from hydrosilylation reaction (Scheme 1b), and the major SiO$_{3/2}$ component is attributed to T/SiCH$_3$O$_{3/2}$ new crosslinks units formed by reaction of SiH with H$_2$O (Scheme 2). The PL-PMHS network is characterized by a ratio D$_{CH}$/T of about 25/75 (Table 5). To conclude, these observations show a strong increase in the crosslinking
density of the polysiloxane network after hydrosilylation by creation of T-crosslinks in presence of trace of water.

3.3.3. **Calculation of PL graft yield at the interface**

The XPS results were rationalized by postulating a nominal composition for the PL-PMHS layer made from polysiloxane-bound 2:1 (Si:PL) adducts as sketched in Scheme 1b with additional T-crosslinks (Scheme 2). So we applied the following composition summarized as:

\[
[(C_{44}NO_8P)_{1/2}(CSiO_{2/2})]_{x(1-x)} [CSiO_{2/2}]_{(1-x)(1-y)} [CSiO_{3/2}]_y
\]

where the subscript \(1/2\) indicates that one PL molecule \((C_{44}NO_8P)\) participates in the formation of two Si-CH bonds of \(D^{CH}\) unit, \(x\) is the fraction of \(D^{CH}\) silicon unit bound with phospholipid over the total amount of difunctionnal units including residual \(D^H\), and \(y = SiO_{3/2}/100\) is the percentage of \(SiO_{3/2}\) (T-crosslinks) as measured by curve-fitting of Si\(_{2p}\) spectra (Tables 4 and 5). For simplicity, the \(T^{CH}\) content (< 5 %) will be not considered in this calculation because for the Si\(_{2p}\) curve-fitting, the expected amounts were not enough to give reliable results. The calculated values are in good agreement with the experimental elemental composition as shown in Table 5 for all experiments.

The PL graft yield \((Z)\) at the interface is defined as a percentage of the surface grafted PL molecule over the total number of silicon atom \([PL]/[Si]\) from XPS data. Because of the uncertainty as to the relative weight of phosphorus or nitrogen owing to weak signals, instead of estimating \(Z\) as \(P/Si\) or \(N/Si\), we used the experimental ratio \(C/Si\) of carbon over silicon using the following expression derived from the above stoichiometric structure:

\[
Z = (C/Si - 1)/44 \times 100
\]
This expression is independent of the nature of the Si:PL adduct formed in the polymer network. By assuming the exclusive formation of (2:1) Si:PL adduct, the graft yield can also be written as

\[ Z = x(1-y)/2 = \rho_s/2 \]  

(4)

with an expression similar to Eq. (2) where \( \rho_s \) is the SiH conversion hydrosilylation yield at the surface.

3.3.4. Effect of reaction conditions

3.3.4.1. Casting method

From Fig. 3b and Table 5, the greatest amount of grafted phospholipid (\( Z \sim 12\% \)) was obtained in condition (1), by casting treatment at 40 °C/15 h. The grafting of hydrophilic PC groups is confirmed by captive air bubble contact angle of \( \theta = 0^\circ \) measured on these highly hydrophilic PC-functionalized surfaces (Section 3.4.2). The samples prepared by casting (curing times varying from 1 h to 15 h) are characterized in that the PL graft yield are closed to the upper value limit of \( \theta = 0^\circ \). These observations show that the hydrosilylation reaction of internal double bonds of PL molecule has been optimized by thermal activation of hydrosilylation at 40 °C, as expected using Karstedt’s catalyst. By comparison of solvent washed layer with the final layer rinsed with water (Table 5), it is shown that washing of the PL-PMHS polymer surface after reaction with solvent (Toluene/CHCl_3) was generally sufficient to remove most of the unreacted phospholipid species.

Eq. (4) gives \( \rho_s \sim 24 \% \) for casting condition (1) in Table 5, that is exactly the same value as determined independently by Si\_2p curve-fitting for \( \%SiO_{2/2} \) (24 \%). Thus, we found that the residual SiH content D^H (%) is close to 0 % (1 – x ~ 0) in good agreement with IR analysis. By considering the formation of polysiloxane-bound 4:1 (Si:PL) adduct, this would give \( \rho_s \sim 48 \% \).
which is clearly in disagreement with the value found for %SiO$_{2/2}$ (24 %) in this study. To conclude, XPS elemental data and Si$_{2p}$ curves fitting results are consistent by making the assumption that the 2:1 (Si:PL) adducts are preferentially formed. This supports the proposed mechanism of hydrosilylation of internal C=C double bonds of linoleoyl chains of PL molecule, in which only one double bond per chain reacts with SiH (Scheme 1b). The XPS graft yield ($Z$) was about 3 times higher than in the bulk ($z$) as measured by IR absorption (Table 2), showing the preferential reaction of PL at the uppermost layer by the casting method. This method may be useful to those developing thin film gradients for application in material science [79] and surface of biocompatible polymers [80].

3.3.4.2. **Immersion method**

The surfaces prepared by immersion at 20 °C, conditions (2) and (3) in Table 5, are characterized by lower PL graft yield ($Z \sim 2.5 - 2.7 \%$) correlated with a contact angle of 40° higher than for casting method. The values ($z$) and ($Z$) are clearly of same order of magnitude (Table 2 and 5). The results suggest that a homogeneous reaction occurred in the bulk of the film and in the uppermost layer by immersion in swelling solvent. The XPS content of residual hydrophobic SiH group (D$^H$) at the interface was much higher (25 %) than estimated by casting method (0%). Larger proportions of residual SiH groups are also confirmed by a small negative shift of the SiO$_{2/2}$ component of only 0.1 eV compared with virgin PMHS (Table 4). We believe that SiH groups remained mostly stable after rinsing the samples by immersion in neutral water for 2 h before XPS analysis.

3.4. **Surfaces properties**

3.4.1. **Morphology**
The PMHS films were grafted with the phospholipid molecule without any significant physical modification of the surface homogeneity in regard to its wetting and protein resistance ability as shown by AFM microscopy (Fig. 6). Briefly, the pristine PMHS films of thickness about 0.5 µm were flat with AFM roughness ($R_q$) of 3 nm (Fig. 6a). Homogeneous cured PMHS polymer layers were formed by spin-coating of the sol-gel mixture. Neither crack nor delamination was observed indicating that the layer is bound to the substrate by covalent SiOSi bonds. After hydrosilylation, the uniformity and flatness of initial PMHS were conserved showing the stability of the layer upon reaction and solvent rinsing. Reaction of PL induced always an increase in final roughness at the nanoscale level ($R_q$) of 13 and 24 nm varying with experimental conditions (Fig. 6b and c). The PL-PMHS film prepared by casting at 40 °C has a roughness higher than by immersing method which can be explained by difference in network reticulation of the PMHS films induced by side reaction with water. AFM (Fig. 6c) and cross-section SEM images (Fig. 7b) also revealed the presence of superficial grooves of less than 100 nm depth showing that there were no grooves descending to the silicon substrate. This peculiarity was not observed for immersion sample as shown in Fig. 6b. Moreover, reaction of PL induced always an increase in final thickness as shown by cross-section SEM images (Fig. 7a and b). This effect has also been observed by ellipsometry in thin PMHS films [62] and for 1-alkene reactions [31].

3.4.2. Wetting properties

The PMHS films show a high hydrophobic behavior, which is related to the quasi absence of residual SiOH in the gel. The static contact angle ($\theta$) with water for the as prepared 5 % crosslinked PMHS was measured after 20 s at $106 \pm 1^\circ$ (Fig. 8a) in ambient condition with an advancing WCA ($\theta_{\text{adv}}$) of $108 \pm 1^\circ$ close to the receding WCA ($\theta_{\text{rec}}$) of $103 \pm 1^\circ$ (Fig. 8b). The low hysteresis contact angle ($\theta_{\text{adv}} - \theta_{\text{rec}}$) of $5^\circ$ for PMHS film is attributed to its low surface
roughness as measured by AFM (Section 3.4.1). According to previous study [16], by changing the DH/TH composition from 95/5 to 50/50, the static WCA decreased by less than about 5° showing that the effect of the various content of Si–H, Si–CH$_3$ and Si–O is small on the surface energy. After conditioning the interface in pure water for different times, the initial WCA of 5% crosslinked PMHS measured by air captive bubble method (Fig. 8c) was decreased from 105° (after 30 s immersion in water) to 90° (5 minutes) and 47° (24 hours). Thus, the hydrophobic PMHS surface turns into hydrophilic indicating probably that hydrophilic surface SiOH groups are formed upon exposure to neutral water by hydrolysis of some hydrophobic SiH groups.

When the phospholipid surface comes into contact with water, the interfacial morphology may change because of the easy reorientation and migration of phosphoryl groups into the aqueous medium [81,82]. We thus preferred to examine the wetting behavior by the captive air bubble method. By immersing in water the PL-PMHS samples, the WCA was stable after about five minutes (Fig. 8d) indicating a rapid rearrangement of phosphorylcholine groups upon exposure to water. Then, WCAs values did not change after conditioning for 24 h more or several days.

The PL-PMHS surfaces are very hydrophilic suggesting that all substrates tested were grafted with hydrophilic PC in agreement with XPS results (Table 5). In addition, the maximum N/Si and P/Si ratios and graft yield (Z ~ 12%) determined by XPS are well correlated with the lower WCA measured of about 0° (Fig. 8d) characteristic of a superhydrophilic behavior for PL-PMHS (1) prepared by casting method. In this case, the air bubble could not adhere to the surface and a rolling bubble easily slips away from the surface following slight tilting. For the sample PL-PMHS (2) in Fig. 8d prepared by immersion method (Z ~ 3 %), the static WCA was increased to 40°, but was nevertheless lower than that of the pristine PMHS (after a few minutes of immersion in water).
3.4.3. **Protein adsorption**

We previously investigated protein adsorption towards single protein solutions in phosphate saline buffer pH 7.4. The results for bovine serum albumin (BSA) at concentration of 10 µg/ml are reviewed in Table 6 for comparison purpose with casting and immersion XPS data in Table 5. The wettability behavior of the PL-PMHS surfaces was also indicative of a probable protein-repellent character. Interestingly, BSA adsorption results for PL-PMHS are also in good agreement with the present XPS analysis in terms of PL grafting density for samples prepared with the same protocol (immersing or casting). Particularly, the phosphorylcholine modified PL-PMHS samples experienced almost “zero” protein adsorption of 0.05 ng/cm² for BSA in the optimized case by casting (Z ~ 12 %). By comparison, for samples prepared by immersion (Z ~ 3 %), the BSA adsorption is tenfold higher (Table 6). The presence of hydrophobic residual SiH surface groups found by XPS (Table 5) may also play a role in the protein-surface interactions. The low adsorption level on pristine PMHS seems not to be related to the hydrophobic character of the material but probably to hydrolysis of some SiH into hydrophilic SiOH surface groups. Nevertheless, the adsorption of BSA onto PL-PMHS prepared in optimized conditions by casting is 200 times lower than onto PMHS.

4. **Conclusion**

Polymethylhydrosiloxane films of low roughness and controlled crosslinking density have been prepared and anchored by use of sol-gel chemistry on oxidized silicon wafer by adjusting the molar ratio of methyldiethoxysilane and triethoxysilane reagents. Phosphorylcholine groups were then grafted onto the Si–H functionalized PMHS surface by hydrosilylation of an unsaturated phospholipid molecule bearing linoleoyl chains in the presence of Karstedt’s catalyst in air. XPS analysis and water contact angle measurements confirmed the presence of hydrophilic PC groups
on the functionalized PMHS surface. FTIR showed that PL molecule chemically combines with the polysiloxane backbone by covalent silicon–carbon bonds. The reaction leads to the formation of the 2:1 (Si:PL) adduct resultant from one fold addition of SiH group per linoleoyl chain. We showed also that oxygen incorporation into the material had essentially occurred following SiH side reaction with water giving rise to the formation of more highly T-crosslinked polysiloxane film. The efficiency of the hydrosilylation reaction was examined by decreasing the temperature of reaction from 40 °C to 20°C. The correlated wettability changes of surfaces varying from 0° to 40° were determined and explained in terms of interfacial PL grafting density, owing to the partial hydrosilylation of SiH groups. The study shows also a correlation between protein adsorption and the structure of the PC-containing polymers in the case of BSA adsorption. The “grafting to” method we describe is a promising way of obtaining biomaterials permitting to reduce the nonspecific protein adsorption which could be useful in the biomedical field, e. g. biosensor, biomaterials, cell culture, substrates for ELISAs methods and biomedical devices.
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**Figure and Table captions**

**Scheme 1.** (a) Synthesis of crosslinked polymethylhydrosiloxane (PMHS) films onto silicon wafer. (b) Surface hydrosilylation grafting of a PMHS films with phospholipid molecule (PL).

**Scheme 2.** Reaction of PMHS with H$_2$O: Hydrolysis of hydrosiloxane Si–H bonds of PMHS monomer (–OSi(H)CH$_3$–) to silanols (–OSi(OH)CH$_3$–) and dehydrogenative cross-coupling reaction of silanols with SiH groups of PMHS monomer catalyzed by Karstedt’s catalyst in presence of air.

**Figure 1.** (top) IR spectra of same PMHS sample before and after PL hydrosilylation by casting method: (a) virgin 5 % crosslinked PMHS thin film (0.64 µm), and (b) functionalized PL-PMHS. (bottom) IR spectrum (c) of the starting PL molecule.

**Figure 2.** IR spectra of different PMHS samples (same thickness of 0.50 µm at $t = 0$) after stopping the hydrosilylation with PL at various times by washing and drying procedure (conditions: casting, 40°C, 1.5-fold excess of phospholipid over SiH, 4.2 mol % Karstedt catalyst over SiH, solvent: toluene).

**Figure 3.** XPS survey spectra of the surfaces of: (a) pristine PMHS of different crosslinking density ($\alpha$) (0.95, 0.85 and 0.70) and (b) PMHS ($\alpha = 0.95$) treated with phospholipid (PL-PMHS) (1) by casting at 40°C for 15 h and (2) by immersing at 20°C for 6 h. The corresponding surface elemental compositions (C, Si, O, N, P) are summarized in Tables 3 and 5.

**Figure 4.** High resolution C$_{1s}$ and Si$_{2p}$ XPS spectra and curves fit (solid line) of: (top) pristine PMHS (crosslinking density $\alpha = 0.95$), (bottom) PMHS treated with phospholipid (PL-PMHS) by casting and curing at 40°C. (dashed line) Secondary peaks Si$_{2p}^{1/2}$. 
Figure 5. High resolution N$_{1s}$ and P$_{2p}$ XPS spectra of PL-PMHS after hydrosilylation by casting and curing at 40 °C.

Figure 6. Representative AFM images of PMHS before and after modification: (a) pristine PMHS film, (b) PL-PMHS prepared by immersion and (c) PL-PMHS prepared by casting.

Figure 7. Cross-section SEM images of (a) pristine PMHS and (b) PL-PMHS prepared by casting.

Figure 8. Contact angles of PMHS surfaces (crosslinking density $\alpha = 0.95$): (a) static WCA ($\theta$) measured by the sessile drop method in air, (b) advancing ($\theta_{\text{adv}}$) and receding ($\theta_{\text{rec}}$) WCAs by increasing/decreasing drop volume method, and static WCA ($\theta$) measured by captive air bubble method at different conditioning times of the interface in water for (c) pristine PMHS and (d) PL-PMHS after surface modification (1) by casting at 40 °C for 15 h and (2) by immersing at 20° C for 6 h.

Table 1. Infrared peak assignments of silicon wafer thin films grafted with PMHS (5% crosslinked), functionalized with PL molecule (PL-PMHS), and pure PL molecule (wafer).

Table 2. Hydrosilylation of 5% crosslinked PMHS thin films (~ 0.5 µm) with 1,2-dilinoleoylsn-glycero-3-phosphorylcholine (18:2 Cis) (PL) (1.5-fold excess of phospholipid over SiH, 4.2 and 1.2 mol % Karstedt catalyst over SiH in exp. (1, 2) and (3, 4) respectively, solvent: toluene).

Table 3. XPS analysis summarizing at the surface of various crosslinked PMHS thin films (~ 0.5 µm) prepared on silicon by sol-gel curing of methyltriethoxysilane (DH) / triethoxylane (TH) mixtures.
Table 4. Binding energies determined by curve-fitting of the Si$_{2p}$ XPS high resolution spectra in two components, SiO$_{2/2}$ (D$^H$, D$^{CH}$) and SiO$_{3/2}$ (T$^H$, T, T$^{CH}$), indicating the structure of the various possible siloxane subunits encountered in as prepared crosslinked PMHS of various degree of crosslinking and in PL-PMHS derived from 5 % crosslinked PMHS after different treatments.

Table 5. XPS analysis summarizing changes in elemental composition and SiO contents at the surface of phospholipid grafted PL-PMHS prepared in different reaction conditions by hydrosilylation grafting of 5 % crosslinked PMHS thin films (~ 0.5 µm) with 1,2-dilinoleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphorylcholine (18:2 Cis) (PL) and corresponding captive air bubble WCA ($\theta$).

Table 6. Bovine serum albumin (BSA) adsorption on PL functionalized and virgin PMHS films [61,62].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group frequency</th>
<th>PMHS</th>
<th>PL-PMHS</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$(OH)</td>
<td>3380$^a$</td>
<td>3320$^a$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$(CH)$_{\text{alkene}}$</td>
<td>n. d.</td>
<td>3009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_{\text{as}}$(CH$_3$)</td>
<td>2967</td>
<td>2960</td>
<td>2956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_{\text{as}}$(CH$_2$)</td>
<td>2926</td>
<td>2926</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$(CH$_2$)</td>
<td>2856</td>
<td>2854</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$(Si–H)</td>
<td>2169</td>
<td>~ 2170$^b$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$(C=O)</td>
<td>1736</td>
<td>1737</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$(C=CH)$_{\text{alkene}}$</td>
<td>n. d.</td>
<td>1652</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$(CH$_2$)</td>
<td>~ 1470$^c$</td>
<td>1466</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_{\text{as}}$(SiCH$_3$)</td>
<td>1410</td>
<td>1411</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$(SiCH)</td>
<td>1271</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_{\text{as}}$(SiCH$_3$)</td>
<td>1262</td>
<td>1260 sh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$(P=O)</td>
<td>~ 1250 sh</td>
<td>1244</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_{\text{as}}$(SiOSi)</td>
<td>1094, 1055 sh</td>
<td>1045</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$(PO)</td>
<td>~ 1090 sh</td>
<td>1091</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$(SiO)$_{\text{SiOH}}$</td>
<td>~ 920</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$(SiH) (scissoring)</td>
<td>890, 838</td>
<td>~ 836$^b$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$(CH)$_{\text{alkene}}$</td>
<td>n. d.</td>
<td>725$^d$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

sh, shoulder; $\nu$, stretching mode; as, asymmetric; s, symmetric; $\delta$, bending mode; n. d., not detected.
a Very broad band.

b Residual peak.

c Broad envelop.

d Out-of-plane CH bend attributed to 1,2 disubstituted cis-alkene.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp.</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>$[PL]_0$ (mM)$^a$</th>
<th>Time (h)</th>
<th>Graft yield $z$ (%)$^b$</th>
<th>Residual SiH (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Casting 40 °C</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.5 ± 0.5</td>
<td>~ 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Casting 40 °C</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4.0 ± 0.5</td>
<td>~ 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Immersion 22 °C</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.9 ± 0.5</td>
<td>~ 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Immersion 22 °C</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.5 ± 0.5</td>
<td>~ 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Concentration of phospholipid at $t = 0$ in toluene.

$^b$ Based on IR absorption (± SD over three samples); SiH conversion of hydrosilylation can be calculated by $\rho = 2z$ for 2:1 (Si:PL) adduct.
Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crosslinked PMHS</th>
<th>Element (atom %)</th>
<th>Si(2p) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Si</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical bulk composition (1)(^a)</td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td>33.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As prepared, (\alpha = 0.95) (1)</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>37.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical bulk composition (2)(^a)</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>34.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As prepared, (\alpha = 0.85) (2)</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>37.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical bulk composition (3)(^a)</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>35.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As prepared, (\alpha = 0.70) (3)(^b)</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>37.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Calculated on the theoretical bulk composition \(D^H/T^H\) summarized as: \((\text{CSiO}_{2/2})\alpha(\text{SiO}_{3/2})_{1-\alpha}\) where \(\alpha/1-\alpha\) is the ratio of DH/TH mixture (mol %).

\(^b\) The presence of trace of fluor (< 0.5 %) at the interface (Fig. 3a) was neglected in the calculation of atomic %.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Siloxane units$^a$</th>
<th>Binding energy (eV) for Si $2p^{3/2}$ doublet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crosslinked PMHS$^b$</td>
<td>As prepared</td>
<td>$D^H$</td>
<td>101.5 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$T^H$</td>
<td>102.4 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grafted PL-PMHS</td>
<td>Casting 40 °C, 15h</td>
<td>$D^{CH}$</td>
<td>101.2 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$T$ (major) + $T^{CH}$</td>
<td>102.1 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grafted PL-PMHS</td>
<td>Immersing 22 °C, 1h/6h</td>
<td>$D^{CH} + D^H$</td>
<td>101.4 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$T$ (major) + $T^{CH}$</td>
<td>102.1 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Standard abbreviations for $D^H$, $T^H$ and $D$, $T$ are used, it also includes $D^{CH}/(\text{CH})\text{PL}S\text{iO}_{2/2}$ and $T^{CH}/(\text{CH})\text{PL}S\text{iO}_{3/2}$. PDMS resins [74]: $D$ 102.0 eV; $T$ 102.7 eV.

$^b$ Binding energies for 5, 15 and 30 % (mol %) TH-crosslinked PMHS are of same values (± 0.1 eV).
Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Element (atom %)</th>
<th>Si(2p) (%)</th>
<th>Residual D&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Graft yield Z</th>
<th>θ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Si</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical bulk composition (1)&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casting 40 °C/15h, solvent washed (1)</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) + water washed, 2 h</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical bulk composition (2)&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immersing 22 °C, 1h (2)</td>
<td>46.1</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical bulk composition (3)&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immersing 22 °C, 6 h (3)</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> The presence of trace of platinum (<0.15 %) at the interfaces (Fig. 3b) was neglected in the calculation of atomic %.

<sup>b</sup> Calculated (Section 3.3.3).

<sup>c</sup> Calculated from Eq. (3). SiH conversion yield of hydrosilylation at the surface can be calculated by ρ<sub>s</sub> = 2Z for 2:1 (Si:PL) adduct.

<sup>d</sup> At least three samples were measured. Data precision is about ± 2.5° (Fig. 8d).
SD $\pm 1\%$ for three samples.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Film</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Adsorbed BSA protein (ng/cm$^2$)$^a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Virgin PMHS [62]</td>
<td></td>
<td>10 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL functionalized PMHS [61]</td>
<td>Casting 15 h</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL functionalized PMHS [62]</td>
<td>Immersion 6 h</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ BSA concentration 10 µg/mL. All samples measured after conditioning overnight in phosphate saline buffer 10 mM (NaCl 150 mM) at pH 7.4.
Scheme 2

- $\text{OSi(H)CH}_3$ → $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ → $\text{OSi(OH)CH}_3$ → Pt-catalyst → $\text{OSiCH}_3$
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Fig. 3